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Multibattery Optimal Coordination Control for
Home Energy Management Systems via

Distributed Iterative Adaptive
Dynamic Programming
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Abstract—In this paper, a novel distributed iterative
adaptive dynamic programming (ADP) method is developed
to solve the multibattery optimal coordination control prob-
lems for home energy management systems. According
to system transformations, the multi-input optimal control
problem is transformed into a single-input optimal control
problem, where all the batteries are implemented at their
worst performance. Next, based on the worst-performance
optimal control law, an effective distributed iterative ADP
algorithm is developed, where, in each iteration, only a
single-input optimization problem is implemented. Conver-
gence properties of the distributed iterative ADP algorithm
are developed to show that the iterative performance index
function converges to the optimum. Finally, numerical anal-
ysis is given to illustrate the performance of the developed
algorithm.

Index Terms—Adaptive critic designs, adaptive dynamic
programming (ADP), approximate dynamic programming,
distributed optimal control, smart grid, smart home.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOLLOWING the principles of “green” trends, and the
restrictions imposed by the ever increasing demand and

prices of oil and other fuels, the desire to develop an intelligent
power grid, i.e., the smart grid, is continuously increasing
[1]–[6]. Along with the development of smart grid, more and
more intelligence has been required in the design of home
energy management systems [7]–[9]. The intelligent battery
management of home energy systems, in addition to the growth
of the battery technology, becomes a key element for saving
the power expense in smart home environments [10]–[12].
However, it is worth mentioning that for most of the existing
home energy management systems, only one battery is under
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control. Over time, larger batteries might be needed as more
loads are connected in the residential grids [13]. In order to
have a bigger energy storage system, we can either remove
the old battery and install a new bigger battery or add a new
battery to the existing system. Obviously, the second method
is more cost effective as it will need less capital investment.
On the other hand, batteries from electric vehicles, such as
electric cars and bicycles, and different types of batteries may
also serve home energy management systems [14]. Hence,
the optimal coordination control for multibatteries will be the
key technique to save the power cost in real home energy
management systems.

Adaptive dynamic programming (ADP), which was pro-
posed by Werbos [15], [16], has demonstrated strong abilities
of self-learning and adaptivity to find the optimal control policy
forward-in-time [17]–[31]. In [33], Molina et al. made use of
the ADP paradigm to perform an energy resource scheduling
strategy in isolated electrical systems. In [34], for the first
time, ADP algorithm was implemented to obtain the opti-
mal battery operation policy for home energy management
systems. In [35] and [36], optimal battery control for home
energy management systems was obtained by action-dependent
heuristic dynamic programming algorithms, where renewable
resources, including wind and solar energies, were taken into
consideration. In previous ADP-based battery optimal control
algorithms, only single battery was discussed in the home
energy management systems, whereas the case for multibattery
energy management systems was not implemented. The main
difficulty of multibattery energy management systems lies in
the increasing dimension of controls as the number of batteries
increases, which makes previous algorithms computationally
untenable to implement. Although some pioneering works of
multibattery optimal control were investigated based on tasks
allocating algorithms in [13] and [37], the convergence and
optimality of the algorithm were not discussed. Hence, new
ADP algorithms should be developed to solve multibattery opti-
mal control problems, and the corresponding property analysis
should be established. These motivate our research.

In this paper, a new distributed iterative ADP algorithm is de-
veloped to solve the optimal multibattery coordination control
problems for smart home energy management systems. First,
constraining all the batteries with their worst performance,
system transformations are developed, which transform the
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Fig. 1. Smart home energy system.

multi-input optimal control problem into a single-input one.
The optimal battery control law for the worst performance
is developed by the iterative ADP algorithm. Next, based on
the worst-performance optimal control law, we emphasize that,
for the first time, a new distributed iterative ADP algorithm
is developed to obtain the optimal multibattery coordination
control for home energy management systems. The distributed
iterative ADP algorithm is shown to have the property that
the iterative performance index function will converge to the
optimum. Finally, the performance of the developed algorithm
will be justified by numerical results.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the problem
formulation of the multibattery management system is pre-
sented. In Section III, the distributed iterative ADP algorithm
is derived, and the properties of the algorithm are analyzed.
In Section IV, numerical results and comparisons will illus-
trate the effectiveness of the developed algorithm. Finally, in
Section V, the conclusion is drawn.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Here, the multibattery home energy management system will
be described, and the optimization objective of the multibattery
coordination control will be introduced.

A. Multibattery Home Energy Management Systems

In this paper, the optimal multibattery control problem is
treated as a discrete-time problem with the time step of 1 h, and
it is assumed that the home load varies hourly. The schematic
diagram of the smart home energy system is described in Fig. 1,
which is composed of the power grid, the home load, the
multibattery system (including N batteries, N ∈ Z

+, and sine-
wave inverters) and the power management unit (controller).
Given the real-time home load and electricity rate, our goal is
to find the optimal coordination control laws for the N batteries
that minimize the total expense of the power from the grid.

The models of batteries are taken from [34], [38], and [39].
The battery characteristics, battery hardware, battery software,
and inverter/rectifier model of the battery were presented in
[38], and the derivation of battery model was presented in [39].

Define Nς as Nς = {ς | ς ∈ Z
+, ς ≤ N}. For ∀ ς ∈ Nς , let

Ebς,t be the energy of battery ς at time t, and let ης(·) be the
charging/discharging efficiency of battery ς . Then, the model
of battery ς can be expressed as Ebς,t+1 = Ebς,t − Pbς,t ×
η(Pbς,t), where Pbς,t is the power output of battery ς at time
t. For ∀ ς ∈ Nς , let Pbς,t > 0 denote battery ς discharging. Let
Pbς,t < 0 denote battery ς charging, and let Pbς,t = 0 denote
battery ς idle. Let the efficiency of battery charging/discharging
be derived as η(Pbς,t) = η̄ς − 0.173|Pbς,t|/P rate

ς , where
P rate
ς > 0 is the rated power output of battery ς , and η̄ς is

the maximum efficiency constant that satisfies η̄ς ≤ 0.898. The
storage limit is defined as Emin

bς ≤ Ebς,t ≤ Emax
bς , where Emin

bς

and Emax
bς are the minimum and maximum storage energies

of battery ς , respectively. The corresponding charging and
discharging power limits are defined as Pmin

bς ≤ Pbς,t ≤ Pmax
bς ,

where Pmin
bς and Pmax

bς are the minimum and maximum charg-
ing/discharging powers of battery ς , respectively.

B. Optimization Objectives

Based on the models of batteries, the optimization objectives
can be formulated. Let Ct be the electricity rate at time t. Let
PL,t be the power of the home load at time t, and let Pg,t be
the power from the power grid. For convenience of analysis,
we assume that the home load PL,t and the electricity rate Ct

are periodic functions with the period λ = 24 h. For ς ∈ Nς ,
introducing delays in PL,t and Pbς,t for battery ς , the load

balance can be expressed as PL,t−1 =
N∑
ς=1

Pbς,t−1 + Pg,t. In

this paper, power flow from the batteries to the grid is not
permitted, i.e., we define Pg,t ≥ 0, to guarantee the power
quality of the grid. To extend the lifetime of the batteries, for
ς ∈ Nς , we desire that the stored energy of the battery ς is the
middle of storage limit Eo

bς = (1/2)(Emin
bς + Emax

bς ). Define
ΔEbς,t as ΔEbς,t = Ebς,t − Eo

bς . Let α, βς , rς , and ς ∈ Nς

be given positive constants, and let 0 < γ < 1 be the discount
factor. Then, the total performance index function expected to
be minimized can be defined as

∞∑
t=0

γt

(
α(CtPg,t)

2 +
N∑
ς=1

(
βςΔE2

bς,t + rςP
2
bς,t

))
. (1)

The physical meaning of the first term of the performance
index function is to minimize the total cost from the grid. The
second term aims to make the stored energy of the batteries
close to the middle of storage limit, which avoids fully charg-
ing/discharging of the batteries. The third term is to prevent
large charging/discharging power of the batteries. Hence, the
second and third terms aim to extend the lifetime of the batter-
ies. Let x1,t = Pg,t and x2ς,t = ΔEbς,t, ς ∈ Nς , be the system
states. Let uς,t = Pbς,t be the control input. Let M2 = diag(βς)
and Mt = diag(αC2

t ,M2). Let xt = [x1,t, x21,t, . . . , x2N,t]
T

be the state vector and ut = [u1,t, . . . , uN,t]
T be the control

vector. Let x0 be the initial states. Then, the performance index

function (1) can be written as J(x0, u0, 0) =
∞∑
t=0

γtU(xt, ut, t),

where U(xt, ut, t) = xT
t Mtxt + uT

t Rut, R = diag(rς), and
ut = (u(t), u(t+ 1), . . .) denotes the control sequence from t
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to ∞. The optimal performance index function can be defined
as J∗(xt, t) = infu

t
{J(xt, ut, t)}. The home energy manage-

ment system is defined as

xt+1 = F (xt, ut, t) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

PL,t −
N∑
ς=1

uς,t

x21,t − u1,tη(u1,t)
...

x2N,t − uN,tη(uN,t)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (2)

According to Bellman’s principle of optimality [40], we can
obtain the following discrete-time Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman
(HJB) equation:

J∗(xt, t) = inf
ut

{U(xt, ut, t) + γJ∗(xt+1, t+ 1)} . (3)

III. DISTRIBUTED ITERATIVE ADP ALGORITHM

Here, a new distributed iterative ADP algorithm is developed
to solve the optimal multibattery coordination control problem
for home energy management systems. A novel convergence
analysis method will be developed.

A. System Transformations

From (2), we know that the system state xt is an (N + 1)-
dimensional vector and the control ut is an N -dimensional
vector. Generally, J∗(xt, t) in (3) is a highly nonlinear and
nonanalytic function. For the multibattery home energy man-
agement system (2), J∗(xt, t) is more complex, which is com-
putationally untenable to obtain by directly solving the HJB
equation (3). To overcome these difficulties, system transfor-
mations are necessary to develop. First, for ∀ t = 0, 1, . . ., there
exist � = 0, 1, . . . and θ = 0, 1, . . . , 23 that satisfy t = �λ+ θ.
Let k = �λ. Then, we have PL,t = PL,k+θ = PL,θ and Ct =
Ck+θ = Cθ, respectively. Let Uk = (uk, uk+1, . . . , uk+λ−1)

and Υ(xk,Uk) =
λ−1∑
θ=0

γθU(xk+θ, uk+θ, θ). Then, for ∀ k ∈

{0, λ, 2λ, . . .}, the HJB equation (3) can be expressed as

J∗(xk) = inf
Uk

{Υ (xk,Uk) + γ̃J∗(xk+λ)} (4)

and the optimal control law sequence can be expressed by

U∗(xk) = arg inf
Uk

{Υ (xk,Uk) + γ̃J∗(xk+λ)} (5)

where γ̃ = γ24. Next, system transformations are developed
to decrease the system dimensions. Let Ēb = min

ς∈Nς

{Emax
bς −

Emin
bς } and Eb = 0. Let P̄ rate = min

ς∈N
{P rate

ς } and ης =

min
ς∈Nς

η̄ς . Let P̄min
b = max

ς∈N
{Pmin

bς } and Pmax
b = min

ς∈N
{Pmax

bς }.

Let η(Pb,t) = ης − 0.173(|Pb,t|/P̄ rate), and Pb,t is the charg-
ing/discharging power that satisfies P̄min

b ≤ Pb,t ≤ Pmax
b .

Here, we assume that P̄min
b < Pmax

b and η(Pb,t) > 0 to fa-
cilitate our analysis. According to the above notations and

assumptions, we can construct a new battery, called Battery ℵ,
which is expressed as

ΔEb,t+1 = ΔEb,t − Pb,t × η(Pb,t) (6)

where ΔEb,t = Eb,t − Eo
b , Eo

b = (1/2)(Ēb − Eb), and Eb,t is
the energy of the new battery at time t. From (6), we can
see that Battery ℵ has the worst performance of all the N
batteries. For ∀ ς ∈ Nς , if we replace battery ς by Battery
ℵ, i.e., x2ς,t = ΔEb,t and uς,t = Pb,t, then the home energy
management system (2) can be simplified as

zt+1 = F ′(zt, vt, t) =

(
PL,t −Nvt

x2,t − vtη(vt)

)
(7)

where zt = [x1,t, x2,t]
T , x2,t = ΔEb,t, and vt = Pb,t. The per-

formance index function can be rewritten as

J (z0, v0, 0) =

∞∑
t=0

γt

(
zTt M̄tzt + v2t

N∑
ς=1

rς

)
(8)

where M̄t = diag(αC2
t ,

N∑
ς=1

βς). Next, we aim to design

an optimal control law for Battery ℵ. Define Uk =
(vk, vk+1, . . . , vk+λ−1). According to (7), there exists a func-
tion F̃ that satisfies zk+λ = F̃ (zk,Uk). Let Ū(zt, vt, t) =

zTt M̄tzt + r̄v2t , where r̄ =
N∑
ς=1

rς . For ∀ k ∈ {0, λ, 2λ, . . .},

we can define a new utility function as Γ (zk,Uk) =
λ−1∑
θ=0

γθ Ū(zk+θ, vk+θ, θ). Then, the HJB equation (4) can be

expressed as

J o(zk) = inf
Uk

{Γ (zk,Uk) + γ̃J o(zk+λ)} (9)

and the optimal control law sequence can be expressed by

Uo(zk) = arg inf
Uk

{Γ (zk,Uk) + γ̃J o(zk+λ)} . (10)

Remark 1: We should point out that Battery ℵ may not be
a real battery in Nς . However, for ς ∈ Nς , battery ς can be
implemented using the same control policy as Battery ℵ. From
(7)–(10), we can see that using Battery ℵ, the N -dimensional-
input optimal control problem (2) and (3) is transformed into
a single-input optimal control problem. Thus, the optimization
can be called “worst-performance optimization.” Based on the
optimal control law of Battery ℵ, the global optimal control
laws for the batteries in Nς can be discussed.

B. Optimization Under Battery ℵ
Here, an iterative ADP algorithm will be developed to obtain

the optimal control laws for Battery ℵ. Let i = 0, 1, . . . be the
iteration index. Let Ψ(zk) be an arbitrary positive semidefi-
nite function and define the initial performance index func-
tion V 0(zk) = Ψ(zk). For i = 0, 1, . . ., the iterative control
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sequence and the iterative performance index function will be
obtained by

U i(zk) = argmin
Uk

{
Γ (zk,Uk) + γ̃V i(zk+λ)

}
(11)

V i+1(zk) = min
Uk

{
Γ (zk,Uk) + γ̃V i(zk+λ)

}
=Γ

(
xk,U i(zk)

)
+ γ̃V i

(
F̃
(
zk,U i(zk)

))
.

(12)

For a given V i(zk), as λ is finite, according to the principle of
dynamic programming [40], the iterative control law sequence
U i(zk) = (vi(zk), . . . , v

i(zk+λ)) can be obtained, and the iter-
ative performance index function in (12) can be updated.

Remark 2: The iterative algorithm (11), (12) is inspired
by the value iteration in [41], whereas there exist essential
differences. First, for the value iteration in [41], the initial
performance index function is required to be zero. In the
developed iterative ADP algorithm, Ψ(xk) can be an arbitrary
positive semidefinite function. Second, for the value iteration in
[41], for ∀ i = 0, 1, . . ., a single iterative control law is required
to update the iterative performance index function, whereas for
the developed iterative ADP algorithm, an iterative control law
sequence Ui(xk) is needed. Hence, we can say that the value
iteration in [41] is a special case of our developed algorithm.
Next, we will show that using the iterative ADP algorithm (11),
(12), V i(zk) will converge to its optimum, i.e., J o(zk).

Theorem 1: If for i = 0, 1, . . ., V i+1(zk) and U i(zk) are
obtained by (11), (12), then V i(zk) will converge to the solution
of HJB equation (9), i.e., lim

i→∞
V i(zk) = J o(zk).

Proof: For functions J o(zk), Γ(zk,Uk), and V 0(zk),
inspired by [42], there exist constants ζ, δ, and δ that
satisfy γ̃J o(zk+λ) ≤ ζΓ(zk,Uk) and δJ o(zk) ≤ V 0(zk) ≤
δJ o(zk), respectively, where 0 < ζ < ∞ and 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 ≤
δ < ∞. We will show that for ∀ i = 0, 1, . . ., the iterative
performance index function V i(zk) satisfies

(
1 +

δ − 1

(1 + ζ−1)i

)
J o(zk) ≤ V i(zk)

≤
(
1 +

δ − 1

(1 + ζ−1)i

)
J o(zk). (13)

Inequality (13) can be proven by mathematical induction. Let
i = 0, and we have

V 1(zk) = min
Uk

{
Π(zk,Uk) + γ̃V 0(zk+λ)

}

≥ min
Uk

{(
1 + ζ

δ − 1

1 + ζ

)
Γ (zk,Uk)

+ γ̃

(
δ − δ − 1

1 + ζ

)
J o(zk+λ)

}

=

(
1 +

δ − 1

(1 + ζ−1)

)
J o(zk). (14)

Thus, (13) holds for i = 0. Assume that (13) holds for i = l −
1, l = 1, 2, . . .. Then for i = l, we have

V l+1(zk)

= min
Uk

{
Π (xk,Uk) + γ̃V l(zk+λ)

}

≥ min
Uk

{
Π (xk,Uk) + γ̃

(
1 +

δ − 1

(1 + ζ−1)l−1

)
J o(zk+λ)

+
δ − 1

(1 + ζ)(1 + ζ−1)l−1

× (ζΠ (xk,Uk)− γ̃J o(zk+λ))

}

=

(
1 +

δ − 1

(1 + ζ−1)l

)
min
Uk

{Π (xk,Uk) + γ̃J o(zk+λ)}

=

(
1 +

δ − 1

(1 + ζ−1)l

)
J o(zk). (15)

Based on the idea of mathematical induction (14) and (15), we
can obtain the right-hand side of (13). On the other hand, if
δ ≥ 1 and δ ≤ 1, we can let δ = 1 and δ = 1, where we can see
that (13) can also be justified. Hence, according to (13), we can
obtain lim

i→∞
V i(zk) = J o(zk). �

C. Distributed Iterative ADP Algorithm for
Multibattery Systems

Here, considering the worst-performance optimization under
Battery ℵ as the initial control law, a new distributed iterative
ADP algorithm will be developed. Convergence properties will
be established to guarantee that the iterative performance index
function converges to the optimum.

For ∀ ς ∈ Nς , let μς,k = {uς,k, . . . , uς,k+λ}. Let Ūς,k =
{μς̄,k| ς̄ ∈ Nς , ς̄ �= ς}. Let � = 0, 1, . . . increase from 0 to
∞. Let {ϑ�} be a sequence that satisfies ϑ� ∈ Nς , for
∀ � = 0, 1, . . .. According to (2), define a function F̄ that
satisfies xk+λ = F̄ (xk,Uk). According to (8) and (9), for
∀ k = 0, λ, 2λ, . . ., we construct a performance index func-
tion Jo(xk) that satisfies Jo(xk) = Jo(xk,Uo(zk)) = J o(zk).
For ∀ ς ∈ Nς , let μo

ς (xk) = Uo(zk), and let Uϑ0
(xk) =

[μo
1(xk), . . . , μ

o
N (xk)]

T . According to the definitions of the
utility functions Γ(zk,Uk) and Υ (xk,Uk), if for ∀ ς ∈ Nς ,
μo
ς (xk) = Uo(zk), then we can easily derive

Jo(xk) = Υ (xk,Uϑ0
(xk)) + γ̃Jo

(
F̄ (xk,Uϑ0

(xk))
)

= Γ (zk,Uo(zk)) + γ̃J o
(
F̃ (zk,Uo(zk))

)
= J o(zk). (16)

Now for � = 0 and τ = 0, let the initial performance index
function

V0
ϑ0
(xk) = Jo(xk). (17)
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For ϑ0 ∈ Nς and τ = 0, 1, . . ., the distributed iterative ADP
algorithm will proceed between

μτ
ϑ0
(xk) = arg min

μϑ0,k

{
Υ

(
xk, μϑ0,k, Ūϑ0

(xk)
)

+γ̃Vτ
ϑ0

(
F̄
(
xk, μϑ0,k, Ūϑ0

(xk)
))}

(18)

Vτ+1
ϑ0

(xk) =Υ
(
xk, μ

τ
ϑ0
(xk), Ūϑ0

(xk)
)

+ γ̃Vτ
ϑ0

(
F̄
(
xk, μ

τ
ϑ0
(xk), Ūϑ0

(xk)
))

. (19)

For τ → ∞, let V∞
θ0
(xk) = lim

τ→∞
Vτ
θ0
(xk) and μ∞

θ0
(xk) =

lim
τ→∞

μτ
θ0
(xk). Construct a new control law sequence

Uϑ1
(xk) = [μ1

1(xk), . . . , μ
1
N (xk)]

T , where μ1
ς (xk) = μo

ς (xk)
for ς �= ϑ0 and μ1

ς (xk) = μ∞
ς (xk) for ς = ϑ0.

Then, for ∀ � = 1, 2, . . . and ϑ�, let V0
ϑ�
(xk) = V∞

ϑ�−1
(xk)

and Uϑ�
(xk) = [μ�

1(xk), . . . , μ
�
N (xk)]

T . For ϑ� ∈ Nς and τ =
0, 1, . . ., the distributed iterative ADP algorithm will proceed
between

μτ
ϑ�
(xk) = arg min

μϑ�,k

{
Υ

(
xk, μϑ�,k, Ūϑ�

(xk)
)

+γ̃Vτ
ϑ�

(
F̄
(
xk, μϑ�,k, Ūϑ�

(xk)
))}

(20)

Vτ+1
ϑ�

(xk) =Υ
(
xk, μ

τ
ϑ�
(xk), Ūϑ�

(xk)
)

+ γ̃Vτ
ϑ�

(
F̄
(
xk, μ

τ
ϑ�
(xk), Ūϑ�

(xk)
))

. (21)

For τ → ∞, let V∞
θ�
(xk) = lim

τ→∞
Vτ
θ�
(xk) and μ∞

θ�
(xk) =

lim
τ→∞

μτ
θ�
(xk). Construct a new control law sequence

Uϑ�+1
(xk) =

[
μ�+1
1 (xk), . . . , μ

�+1
N (xk)

]T
(22)

where μ�+1
ς (xk) = μ�

ς(xk) for ς �= ϑ� and μ�+1
ς (xk) = μ∞

ς (xk)
for ς = ϑ�.

Remark 3: From the distributed iterative ADP algorithm
(17)–(22), we can see that for ∀ � = 0, 1, . . ., only the control
law of battery ϑ� is updated to optimize the multibattery system
(2), which avoids high-dimensional optimization for multibat-
tery systems. This is the merit of the developed distributed ADP
algorithm. In the following, the convergence properties of the
distributed iterative ADP algorithm will be established.

Theorem 2 (Local Convergence Property): For � =
0, 1, . . . and τ = 0, 1, . . ., let Vτ

ϑ�
(xk) and μτ

ϑ�
(xk) be obtained

by (17)–(22). Then, for ∀ � = 0, 1, . . ., the iterative perfor-
mance index function Vτ

ϑ�
(xk) is convergent as τ → ∞, i.e.,

V∞
θ�
(xk) = lim

τ→∞
Vτ
θ�
(xk), where V∞

θ�
(xk) satisfies the following

HJB equation:

V∞
ϑ�
(xk) = min

μϑ�,k

{
Υ

(
xk, μϑ�,k, Ūϑ�

(xk)
)

+γ̃V∞
ϑ�

(
F̄
(
xk, μϑ�,k, Ūϑ�

(xk)
))}

= Υ
(
xk, μ

∞
ϑ�
(xk), Ūϑ�

(xk)
)

+ γ̃V∞
ϑ�

(
F̄
(
xk, μ

∞
ϑ�
(xk), Ūϑ�

(xk)
))

. (23)

Proof: The statement can be proven by mathematical
induction. Considering the situation of � = 0, we will prove that

for ∀ τ = 0, 1, . . ., the inequality

Vτ+1
ϑ0

(xk) ≤ Vτ
ϑ0
(xk) (24)

holds. First, for τ = 0, according to (16) and (17), we can get

V1
ϑ0
(xk) =Υ

(
xk, μ

0
ϑ0
(xk), Ūϑ0

(xk)
)

+ γ̃V0
ϑ0

(
F̄
(
xk, μ

0
ϑ0
(xk), Ūϑ0

(xk)
))

= min
μϑ0,k

{
Υ

(
xk, μϑ0,k, Ūϑ0

(xk)
)

+ γ̃V0
ϑ0

(
F̄
(
xk, μϑ0,k, Ūϑ�

(xk)
))}

≤Υ
(
xk, μ

o
ϑ0
(xk), Ūϑ0

(xk)
)

+ γ̃Jo
(
F̄
(
xk, μ

o
ϑ0
(xk), Ūϑ0

(xk)
))

=Γ (zk,Uo(zk)) + γ̃J o
(
F̃ (zk,Uo(zk))

)
=V0

ϑ0
(xk). (25)

Assume that (24) holds for τ = τ̄ , τ̄ = 1, 2, . . ., i.e., V τ̄
ϑ0
(xk) ≤

V τ̄−1
ϑ0

(xk). Then, for τ = τ̄ + 1, we can obtain

V τ̄+1
ϑ0

(xk) = min
μϑ0,k

{
Υ

(
xk, μϑ0,k, Ūϑ0

(xk)
)

+γ̃V τ̄
ϑ0

(
F̄
(
xk, μϑ0,k, Ūϑ0

(xk)
))}

≤ min
μϑ0,k

{
Υ

(
xk, μϑ0,k, Ūϑ0

(xk)
)

+γ̃V τ̄−1
ϑ0

(
F̄
(
xk, μϑ0,k, Ūϑ0

(xk)
))}

=V τ̄
ϑ0
(xk). (26)

Hence, for � = 0, inequality (24) holds for ∀ τ = 0, 1, . . .. As
the utility function Υ (xk,Uk) ≥ 0 and J0(xk) ≥ 0, we know
Vτ
ϑ0
(xk) ≥ 0, which is lower bounded. Thus, the iterative per-

formance index function is convergent as τ → ∞. According
to (18), (19), letting τ → ∞, we can obtain (23) for � = 0. For
� = �̄− 1, �̄ = 1, 2, . . ., we know that

V∞
ϑ�̄−1

(xk) = min
μϑ

�̄−1
,k

{
Υ

(
xk, μϑ�̄−1,k, Ūϑ�̄−1

(xk)
)

+γ̃V∞
ϑ�̄−1

(
F̄
(
xk, μϑ�̄−1,k, Ūϑ�̄−1

(xk)
))}

. (27)

Then, for � = �̄, we have

V0
ϑ�̄
(xk) = V∞

ϑ�̄−1
(xk) (28)

where V∞
ϑ�̄−1

(xk) satisfies (27). According to the idea from (25)
and (26), we can obtain

Vτ+1
ϑ�̄

(xk) ≤ Vτ
ϑ�̄
(xk) (29)

which shows that for � = �̄, the iterative performance index
function Vτ

ϑ�̄
(xk) is convergent as τ → ∞. According to (18),

(19), letting τ → ∞, we can obtain (23). �
Theorem 2 shows that for ∀ � = 0, 1, . . ., the limit

lim
τ→∞

Vτ
θ0
(xk) = V∞

θ0
(xk) can be defined, and Vτ

ϑ�
(xk) con-

verges to the solution of the HJB equation (23) as τ → ∞.
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However, we know that the optimization by a single battery
cannot guarantee the iterative performance index function to
converge to the solution of the HJB equation (4). Hence, a
global convergence analysis will be needed. Before the next
theorem, we define some notations. Let Tς = {� | ϑ� = ς}, and
let πς be the number of elements in Tς .

Theorem 3 (Global Convergence Property): For � =
0, 1, . . . and τ = 0, 1, . . ., let Vτ

ϑ�
(xk) and μτ

ϑ�
(xk) be obtained

by (17)–(22). If the sequence {ϑ�} satisfies
1) for ∀ � = 0, 1, . . ., ϑ� ∈ Nς ,
2) for ∀ ς ∈ Nς , πς → ∞,
then for ∀ τ = 0, 1, . . ., the iterative performance index

function Vτ
ϑ�
(xk) converges to the optimum, as � → ∞, i.e.,

lim
�→∞

Vτ
θ�
(xk) = J∗(xk).

Proof: The statement can be proven in four steps.
1) Show that for ∀ τ = 0, 1, . . ., Vτ

ϑ�
(xk) is convergent as

� → ∞.
For � = 0, 1, . . . and τ = 0, 1, . . ., define a sequence of

iterative performance index functions as{
Vτ
θ�
(xk)

}
: =

{
V0
ϑ0
(xk),V1

ϑ0
(xk), . . . ,V∞

ϑ0
(xk),V0

ϑ1
(xk),

V1
ϑ1
(xk), . . . ,V∞

ϑ1
(xk), . . .

}
. (30)

Let σ1, σ2, . . . , σπς
be the elements in Tς that satisfy

σ1 < σ2 < · · · < σπς
, i.e., Tς = {σ� | � = 1, 2, . . . , πς},

where πς → ∞. For ∀ τ̃ = 0, 1, . . ., we define{
V τ̃
σ�
(xk)

}
: =

{
V τ̃
σ1
(xk),V τ̃

σ2
(xk), . . . ,V τ̃

σ�
(xk), . . .

}
(31)

then we have that {V τ̃
σ�
(xk)} is a subsequence of

{Vτ
θ�
(xk)}. According to (23) and (24), we know

that V0
ϑ0
(xk) ≥ V1

ϑ0
(xk) ≥ · · · ≥ V∞

ϑ0
(xk) ≥ V0

ϑ1
(xk) ≥

V1
ϑ1
(xk)≥· · ·≥V∞

ϑ1
(xk)≥· · ·, which means {Vτ

ϑ�
(xk)}

is a monotonically nonincreasing and convergent se-
quence. For ∀ τ̃ = 0, 1, . . ., we can also get V τ̃

σ1
(xk) ≥

V τ̃
σ2
(xk) ≥ · · ·, which shows that (31) is a monotonically

nonincreasing and convergent sequence. Since a sequence
can only converge to at most one point [43], for ∀xk, we
have that the sequence {Vτ

ϑ�
(xk)} and its subsequence

{V τ̃
σ�
(xk)} possess the same limit, i.e.,

lim
�→∞

Vτ
θ�
(xk) = lim

�→∞
V τ̃
σ�
(xk). (32)

2) Show that the limit of the iterative performance index
functionVτ

ϑ�
(xk) satisfies the HJB equation, as � → ∞.

For ∀ τ = 0, 1, . . ., we define

V∞(xk) = lim
�→∞

Vτ
σ�
(xk). (33)

According to the definition of Tς , we know that for
∀ τ = 0, 1, . . ., the iterative performance index function
Vτ
σ�
(xk) is updated by battery ς . As � → ∞, the control

law of battery ς is updated infinite times. Thus, for � →
∞, the control law of battery ς can be defined as

μτ
ς (xk)=argmin

μς,k

{
Υ
(
xk, μς,k, Ūς(xk)

)
+γ̃V∞

(
F̄
(
xk, μς,k, Ūς(xk)

))}
. (34)

From (23) and (24), for ∀ � = 0, 1, . . ., and ∀ τ = 1, 2, . . .,
we have

min
μσ�−1,k

{
Υ

(
xk, μσ�−1,k, Ūσ�−1

(xk)
)

+γ̃V∞
σ�−1

(
F̄
(
xk, μσ�−1,k, Ūσ�−1

(xk)
))}

= V∞
σ�−1

(xk) ≥ Vτ+1
σ�

(xk) = Υ
(
xk, μ

τ
σ�
(xk), Ūσ�

(xk)
)

+ γ̃Vτ
σ�

(
F̄
(
xk, μ

τ
σ�
(xk), Ūσ�

(xk)
))

≥ V∞
σ�+1

(xk)

= min
μσ�+1,k

{
Υ

(
xk, μσ�+1,k, Ūσ�+1

(xk)
)

+γ̃V∞
σ�+1

(
F̄
(
xk, μσ�+1,k, Ūσ�+1

(xk)
))}

. (35)

Let � → ∞, according to (33) and (34), we can obtain

V∞(xk) = min
μς,k

{
Υ

(
xk, μς,k, Ūς(xk)

)
+γ̃V∞

(
F̄
(
xk, μς,k, Ūς(xk)

))}
. (36)

For ∀ ς ∈ Nς , we have πς → ∞ and

V∞(xk) = min
μ1,k

{
Υ

(
xk, μ1,k, Ū1(xk)

)
+γ̃V∞

(
F̄
(
xk, μ1,k, Ū1(xk)

))}
,

...

V∞(xk) = min
μN,k

{
Υ

(
xk, μN,k, ŪN (xk)

)
+γ̃V∞

(
F̄
(
xk, μN,k, ŪN (xk)

))}
(37)

which means that

V∞(xk) = min
Uk

{
Υ (xk,Uk) + γ̃V∞

(
F̄ (xk,Uk)

)}
. (38)

Next, let Ũ(xk) be an arbitrary admissible control law
sequence [19], [41] for the N batteries. Define a new
performance index function P (xk), which satisfies

P (xk) = Υ
(
xk, Ũ(xk)

)
+ γ̃P

(
F̄
(
xk, Ũ(xk)

))
. (39)

Then, we can proceed to the third step of the proof.
3) Show that for an arbitrary admissible control lawŨ(xk),

the performance index function P (xk) ≥ V∞(xk).
The statement can be proven by mathematical induc-

tion. As Ũ(xk) is an admissible control law sequence, we
have xk → 0 as k → ∞. Without loss of generality, let
xk+ϕλ = 0, where ϕ → ∞. According to (39), we have

P (xk) = lim
ϕ→∞

{
γ̃Υ

(
xk, Ũ(xk)

)
+ · · ·+ γ̃ϕ−1

×Υ
(
xk+(ϕ−1)λ, Ũ

(
xk+(ϕ−1)λ

))
+γ̃ϕP (xk+ϕλ)

}
. (40)

If we define

U∞(xk) = argmin
Uk

{
Υ (xk,Uk) + γ̃V∞

(
F̄ (xk,Uk)

)}
(41)
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then the iterative performance index function V∞(xk) can
be expressed as

V∞(xk)

= Υ
(
xk, Ũ∞(xk)

)
+ γ̃Υ(xk+λ,U(xk+λ)) + · · ·

+ γ̃ϕ−1Υ
(
xk+(ϕ−1)λ,U∞

(
xk+(ϕ−1)λ

))
+ γ̃ϕV∞(xk+ϕλ)

= min
Uk

{
Υ(xk,Uk) + γ̃ min

Uk+λ

{U(xk+1,Uk+λ) + · · ·+ γ̃

× min
Uk+(ϕ−1)λ

{
Υ
(
xk+(ϕ−1)λ,Uk+(ϕ−1)λ

)
+ γ̃V∞(xk+ϕλ)}}

}
. (42)

As Ũ∞(xk) is an admissible control law, we can get
xk+ϕλ = 0, where ϕ → ∞, which means V∞(xk+ϕλ) =
P (xk+ϕλ) = 0. For ϕ− 1, we have

P
(
xk+(ϕ−1)λ

)
= Υ

(
xk+(ϕ−1)λ, Ũ

(
xk+(ϕ−1)λ

))
+ γ̃P (xk+ϕλ)

≥ min
Uk+(ϕ−1)λ

{
Υ
(
xk+(ϕ−1)λ,Uk+(ϕ−1)λ

)
+ γ̃P (xk+ϕλ)

}
= min

Uk+(ϕ−1)λ

{
Υ
(
xk+(ϕ−1)λ,Uk+(ϕ−1)λ

)
+γ̃V∞(xk+ϕλ)

}
= V∞

(
xk+(ϕ−1)λ

)
. (43)

Assume that the statement holds for ϕ = ϕ̄+ 1, ϕ̄ =
0, 1, . . .. Then for ϕ = ϕ̄, we have

P (xk+ϕ̄λ) =Υ
(
xk+ϕ̄λ, Ũ(xk+ϕ̄λ)

)
+ γ̃P

(
xk+(ϕ̄+1)λ

)
≥ min

Uk+ϕ̄λ

{
Υ(xk+ϕ̄λ,Uk+ϕ̄λ)+γ̃P

(
xk+(ϕ̄+1)λ

)}
≥ min

Uk+ϕ̄λ

{
Υ(xk+ϕ̄λ,Uk+ϕ̄λ)+γ̃V∞

(
xk+(ϕ̄+1)λ

)}
=V∞(xk+ϕ̄λ). (44)

Hence, for ∀xk, k = 0, 1, . . ., the inequality

P (xk) ≥ V∞(xk) (45)

holds. Mathematical induction is completed.
4) Show that the performance index functionV∞(xk)equals

the optimal performance index functionJ∗(xk).
According to the definition of J∗(xk) in (4), for ∀ � =

0, 1, . . ., we have Vτ
θ�
(xk) ≥ J∗(xk). Let � → ∞, and then,

we can obtain V∞(xk) ≥ J∗(xk). On the other hand, for an
arbitrary admissible control law Ũ(xk), we have (45) holds.
Let Ũ(xk) = U∗(xk), where U∗(xk) is an optimal control law.
Then, we can get V∞(xk) ≤ J∗(xk). Hence, we can obtain
lim
�→∞

Vτ
θ�
(xk) = J∗(xk). The proof is completed. �

D. Distributed Iterative ADP Algorithm

Based on the above preparations, we summarize the dis-
tributed iterative ADP algorithm for the multibattery home

energy management systems in Algorithm 1. We can see that
there are two iteration blocks in Algorithm 1. In Block 1,
iterations are implemented to obtain the optimal control for
Battery ℵ. In Block 2, the optimal multibattery coordination
control is obtained.

Algorithm 1 The distributed iterative ADP algorithm.

Initialization:
1: Collect an array of system data for the residential energy

system (2).
2: Give a positive semidefinite function Ψ(xk).
3: Give the computation precision ε > 0.
4: Give a sequence {ϑ0, ϑ1, . . .}, where ϑ� ∈ Nς , � =

0, 1, . . ..
Iteration:

5: Construct Battery ℵ by (6). Establish the home energy
management system by (7) and transform the perfor-
mance index function by (8).
Block 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6: For i = 0, define the initial performance index function
V 0(zk) = Ψ(zk).

7: Obtain the iterative control sequence U i(zk) by (11).
8: The iterative performance index function V i+1(zk) is

obtained by (12).
9: If |V i+1(zk)− V i(zk)| ≤ ε, then goto Step 11. Other-

wise, goto the next step.
10: Let i = i+ 1 and goto Step 7.
11: Let J o(zk) = V i(zk).

Block 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12: For � = 0 and τ = 0, let V0

ϑ0
(xk) = J o(zk).

13: Let the iterative control law μτ
ϑ0
(xk) and the iterative

performance function Vτ+1
ϑ0

(xk) be obtained by (18),
(19), respectively.

14: If |Vτ+1
ϑ0

(xk)− Vτ
ϑ0
(xk)| ≤ ε, then let τ = 0, V0

ϑ1
(xk) =

Vτ
ϑ0
(xk) and goto Step 15. Otherwise, let τ = τ + 1 and

goto Step 13.
15: Obtain the iterative control law μτ

ϑ�
(xk) and the iterative

performance function Vτ+1
ϑ�

(xk) by (20), (21), respec-
tively.

16: If |Vτ+1
ϑ�

(xk)− Vτ
ϑ�
(xk)| ≤ ε, then V0

ϑ�+1
(xk) =

Vτ
ϑ�
(xk) and goto the next step. Otherwise, let τ = τ + 1

and goto Step 15.
17: If |V0

ϑ�+1
(xk)− V0

ϑ�
(xk)| ≤ ε, then goto the next step.

Otherwise, let τ = 0 and goto Step 15.
18: Construct the control sequence as Uϑ�

(xk) =
[μ�

1(xk), . . . , μ
�
N (xk)]

T . Let the optimal control law
sequence U∗(xk) = Uϑ�

(xk) and J∗(xk) = V0
ϑ�+1

(xk).
19: return U∗(xk) and J∗(xk).

IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

Here, the performance of the developed distributed iterative
ADP algorithm will be examined by numerical experiments.
Choose the profiles of the real-time electricity rate in nonsum-
mer seasons from ComEd Company in [44] and choose the
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Fig. 2. Electricity rate and home load demand. (a) Typical electricity
rate for nonsummer seasons. (b) Typical home load demand.

home load demand from the NAHB Research report in [45],
where trajectories of the electricity rate and the home load
demand are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively.

We assume to have four batteries in the home energy man-
agement system, which are denoted by [Battery I,. . ., Battery
IV], respectively. Define the capacities of the battery as [8,
6, 5, 3] kWh. Let the upper and lower storage limits of the
batteries, i.e., Emax

bς and Emin
bς , ς = I, . . . , IV, be given by

[6.2,5.2,3.9,2.4] and [1.8,1.6,1.4,0.6] kWh, respectively. Let the
charging and discharging power limits, i.e., Pmin

bς and Pmax
bς , be

given by [−1,−0.8,−0.6,−0.4] and [1,0.8,0.6,0.4] kW. Let the
rated power output of the batteries be the same 0.8 kW and the
max efficiency constants be [0.898, 0.798, 0.698, 0.598]. Let
the performance index function be expressed as in (1), where
for ∀ ς = I, . . . , IV, we set α = 1, βς = 0.2, rς = 0.1, and γ =
0.995. Let the initial function Ψ(zk, uk) = [zTk , uk]I[z

T
k , uk],

where I is the identity matrix with a suitable dimension.
Choose the computation precision ε = 10−3. First, transform
all the four batteries into Battery ℵ, with the parameters Ēb =
1.8 kWh, Eb = 0 kWh, P̄ rate = 0.8 kW, P̄min

b = −0.4 kW,
and Pmax

b = 0.4 kW. After the data normalization, implement-
ing the iterative ADP algorithm (11), (12) for 15 iterations,
the iterative performance index function is shown in Fig. 3,
where we can see that the iterative performance index function

will converge to its optimum. Let usum =
4∑

i=1

ui be the sum of

controls, and the optimal control u∗
sum based on Battery ℵ for

168 h (one week) is shown in Fig. 4.
Based on the optimal control law of Battery ℵ, the

distributed iterative ADP algorithm is implemented. Let
the optimization sequence of the batteries be chosen as
{I,II,. . .,IV,I,II,. . .,IV,. . .}. The trajectory of the iterative per-
formance index function is shown in Fig. 3, where we can see
that the iterative performance index function is monotonically
nonincreasing and converges to the optimum. The optimal sum

Fig. 3. Trajectory of the iterative performance index function.

Fig. 4. Optimal u∗
sum of the batteries in one week.

control usum for the four batteries is shown in Fig. 4, where the
charging/discharging power is obviously larger than the one of
Battery ℵ. The optimal control laws for Batteries I, . . ., IV are
shown in Fig. 5, and the energies of the batteries are displayed
in Fig. 6.

In the following, time-based Q-learning (TBQL) algorithm
[34] and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm [36] will
be compared to illustrate the superiority of our developed ADP
algorithm. For ∀ t = 0, 1, . . ., the goal of the TBQL algorithm
[34] is to design an iterative control that satisfies the follow-
ing optimality equation Q(xt−1, ut−1, t− 1) = U(xt, ut, t) +
γQ(xt, ut, t). Three-layer back-propagation neural networks
are implemented to approximate the Q-function. The detailed
neural network implementation of TBQL can be seen in [34],
[35], and [46], which is omitted here. For the PSO algorithm
[36], let G = 100 be the swarm size. The position of each
particle at time t is represented by x�t, � = 1, 2, . . . ,G and its
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Fig. 5. Optimal control of the batteries in one week. (a) Battery I.
(b) Battery II. (c) Battery III. (d) Battery IV.

Fig. 6. Energy of batteries in one week. (a) Battery I. (b) Battery II.
(c) Battery III. (d) Battery IV.

movement by the velocity vector v�t. Then, the updating rule of
PSO can be expressed as

x�t = x�(t−1) + ν�t

ν�t=ων�(t−1)+ϕ1ρ
T
1

(
p�−x�(t−1)

)
+ϕ2ρ

T
2

(
pg − x�(t−1)

)
.

(46)

Let the inertia factor be ω = 0.7. Let the correction factors
ρ1 = ρ2 = 1. Let ϕ1 and ϕ2 be random numbers in [0,1]. Let
p� be the best position of particles, and let pg be the global best
position. Implement the TBQL for 500 time steps, and imple-
ment the PSO algorithm for 500 iterations. The comparison of
the total cost for 168 h is displayed in Table I, where we can see

TABLE I
COST COMPARISON

Fig. 7. Real-time cost comparison.

Fig. 8. Typical electricity rate in summer.

that the minimum cost is obtained by our developed distributed
iterative ADP algorithm. Let the real-time cost function be
Rct = CtPgt, and the corresponding real-time cost functions
are shown in Fig. 7, where the term “original” denotes “no
battery system” and “DIADP” denotes “distributed iterative
ADP algorithm.” According to the numerical comparisons, the
superiority of our distributed iterative ADP algorithm can be
verified.

It should be pointed out that if the residential environment,
such as the electricity rate, is changed, the optimal multibat-
tery control will change correspondingly. It is pointed out by
ComEd Company [44] that in summer, the electricity rate is
different from other seasons, which is shown in Fig. 8. Let all
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Fig. 9. Trajectory of the iterative performance index function in
summer.

Fig. 10. Optimal u∗
sum of the batteries for one week in summer.

the other parameters remain unchanged. Implementing the iter-
ative ADP algorithm, the iterative performance index function
is shown in Fig. 9, where the nonincreasing monotonicity and
optimality are verified. The optimal control of usum for 168 h
in summer is shown in Fig. 10. The corresponding optimal
multibattery coordination controls are shown in Fig. 11(a)–(d),
respectively. Next, implementing TBQL and PSO algorithms
for the summer data, the total costs by TBQL, PSO, and the
developed iterative ADP algorithms for one week are shown in
Table II, where the superiority of our distributed iterative ADP
algorithm can be verified.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, for the first time, optimal multibattery man-
agement problems in smart home energy management systems
are solved by iterative ADP algorithms. To obtain the optimal

Fig. 11. Optimal control of the batteries for one week in summer.
(a) Battery I. (b) Battery II. (c) Battery III. (d) Battery IV.

TABLE II
COST COMPARISON

coordination control law for multibatteries, a new distributed
iterative ADP algorithm is developed, which avoids the in-
creasing dimension of controls. Convergence properties are
developed to guarantee the optimality of the algorithm. Finally,
the effectiveness of the developed algorithm is illustrated by
numerical results.
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